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The nonlinear differential equation y" =f(x, y, y'), 0 ~< x< oo with appropriate 
boundary conditions i studied. Our treatment involves extending results of Granas, 
Guenther, and Lee concerning boundary value problems on finite intervals with f
satisfying Bernstein type growth conditions. We also examine an important 
application which occurs in the theory of semiconductor devices. © 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the existence of solutions to a second order nonlinear differen- 
tial equation of the form 
y"=f (x ,y ,y ' ) ,  0~x<o% (1.1) 
where f (x,  u, p) is defined and continuous on [0, oe ) x R x R. 
We establish that the differential equation (1.1) has bounded solutions 
under growth conditions of Bernstein type on the nonlinearity f In 
addition, existence theorems are established for (1.1) together with the 
boundary conditions 
-oty(O )+ fly'(O) = r, (1.2) 
where c~ > 0,/3 ~> 0, r is a given constant, and 
lim y(x) =0.  (1.3) 
x ~  
Th e general theory of nonlinear boundary value problems on an infinite 
interval is not very well developed. Most of the work to date requires 
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rather technical hypotheses and applies only to narrowly defined classes of 
problems. These results typically assume f is independent of y'. One 
approach to such problems, based on upper and lower solutions, is given in 
[1 ]. The analysis in our paper is based on extending existence theorems for 
boundary value problems on finite intervals. These theorems are based on 
a priori bounds and the topological transversality theorem. See Granas, 
Guenther, and Lee I-5, 6, 8] or Granas and Dugundji [4] for details. 
As usual Ck1-0, ~)  is the space of functions v(x) on [0, ~)  with v (k) con- 
tinuous, BCk[O, oo) is the space of functions v(x) with v(J)(x) bounded and 
continuous on 1-0, oo) for j = 0, 1 ..... k. Let 
CZo[O, oo)={v~C2[O, oo) )irn v(x)= x~lim v'(x)= x-,~lim v"(x) = 0} 
with norm Ihvll2=max{llV[Io, IIv'llo, [Iv"klo}, where 
ffvff0= sup fv(x)f. 
O~<x<co 
Our discussion of existence falls into three main parts. First, sufficient 
conditions on f are given which yield a global solution to (1.1) in 
BC2[O, oo). This global existence result for the nonlinear differential 
equation (1.1) is of considerable interest in itself, and sheds additional ight 
on the role played by the Bernstein growth conditions in establishing 
existence theorems. Furthermore, we can easily obtain a global solution to 
(1.1) which also satisfies (1.2). Next, to satisfy the boundary condition (1.3) 
at infinity more delicate considerations are needed. Constant a priori 
bounds alone no longer suffice to give existence results, as they do for finite 
interval problems. Further a priori information which implies that 
solutions tend to zero at infinity is required. It is natural to expect that 
solutions to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) will also satisfy l imx_~y ' (x )=0 and 
l imx~o y" (x)= 0, at least under reasonable assumptions on f, and we 
establish this. 
Finally, we apply our general existence theory to a specific boundary 
value problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) which occurs in the theory of semiconduc- 
tor devices. Here, under physically realistic assumptions on f, we establish 
a unique solution to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) in Co2[0, oo). 
2. GLOBAL SOLUTIONS TO SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The Arzela-Ascoli theorem and the following known result about boun- 
dary value problems on finite intervals will imply our basic existence 
theorems for problems defined on 0 ~< x < oo. 
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THEOaEM 2.1. Assume f(x, u, p) is continuous and satisfies: 
There is a constant M>~O such that uf(x, u, O)>~O for lul >M.  (2.1) 
There are functions A(x, u), B(x, u)> 0 which are bounded when 
u varies in a bounded set and If(x, u, p)p ~< A(x, u) p2 + B(x, u). (2.2) 
Let n be a positive integer and consider the boundary value problem 
y"=f(x,  y, y'), O<~x<~n, 
-~y(O)+fly'(O)=r, ~>Oandfl>>.O, (2.3) 
y (n )=0 
Then (2.3) has at least one solution y, 6 CE0, n] with [y~J)(t)[ <~ K,j--O, 1, 2 
and t E [0, n], where K is a constant independent of n. In fact let A, B be 
constants which bound A(x, u) and B(x, u) on [0, oo)x [--Mo, Mo] , respec- 
tively, where Mo=max{M, [rJ/~}, then K=max{Mo,  M, ,AM~+B},  
where if f l¢ O, 
Ml=maxI[r{+~M°fl ' {([r'TM°)2e4aM°+B~ (e4AM°--l)} 1/2 ]
while if fl = O, 
M l=max I[r-~[, {([r~l)2e4AMo +B (e4AMo--1)}l/2]. 
The proof follows from a slight modification of arguments in [5, 6, 8]. 
These results imply the global soluability of the differential equation (1.1). 
THEOgEM 2.2. Assume f(x, u, p) satisfied (2.1), (2.2). Then the ordinary 
differential equation y" = f(x, y, y'), 0 <~ x < oo, has at least one solution y in 
BC2[O, oo). 
Proof Let n be a positive integer and consider 
y"  = f (x ,  y, y') ,  




By Theorem 2.1 there exists a solution u, eC2[O,n] to (2.4) with 
lu~J)(t)[ ~< K, j = 0, 1, 2 and t E [0, hi, where K is a constant independent of 
n. Now define function y, on [0, ~)  by yn(x)=u,,(x) on [0, n] and 
y~(x)=0 on In, oo]. Clearly each y, is continuous on [0, ~)  and twice 
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continuously differentiable except possibly at x=n.  Let S= {Yn}2=l. By 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem there is a subsequence ~'1, of the positive 
integers N and a continuously differentiable function zl on [0, 1] such that 
for j=  0, 1, y(,#)(x)--* z~J)(x) uniformly on [0, 1] as n-~ oo through ~r 1 . Let 
N1 = NI\{ 1 }. Then by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem there is a subsequence 
N2 of N1 and a continuously differentiable function z2 on [0, 2] such that 
for j=0 ,  1, y~J)(x)~z~J)(x) uniformly on [0,2] as n--* oo through N2- 
Note Zz=Zl on [0, 1] since N2cN~. 
Let N 2 = N2\{2} and proceed inductively to obtain, for k = 1, 2,..., a sub- 
sequence Nk of positive integers with Ark c Nk_ ~ and a continuously dif- 
ferentiable function zk on [0, k] such that for j=0 ,  1, y(,J)(x)~ z~J)(x) 
uniformly on [0, k] as n -~ oo in Ark. Since NkcNk_ l ,  Zk(X)=Zk-I(X) on 
[0, k -  1]. Now we define a function y as follows: 
Fix x in [0, ~)  and let k be a positive integer with x ~< k. Then define 
y(x) = zk(x). From the construction above, y is well defined. It is clear also 
that y ~ C 1 [0, ~ ). Now fix x and choose and fix k >~ x. We have 
y' , (x) -  y',(O) = f(t,  y,(t), y',(t)) dt 
for n ~ Nk. Since y~J)(t) converges uniformly to z~i)(t) on [0, k] for j=  0, 1, 
let n --* oo through Nk to find 
z '~(x) -4(o)  = f(t,  ~(t), ~'~(t)) dr. 
That is, 
;o y'(x) - y'(O) = f(t,  y(t), y'(t)) dt. 
Consequently, yeCa[O, c~) and (1.1) is satisfied. It is clear also that 
y(0) = 0 and IlYlI2 ~< K, the constant form Theorem 2.1; consequently y is in 
BC2[O, oo). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume f (x ,u ,p )  satisfies (2.1), (2.2). Then the 
ordinary differential equation (1.1) with the initial condition (1.2) has at least 
one solution in BC2[0 ,  oo). 
Proof This follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.2, except we 
consider the boundary value problem 
y"=f (x ,  y, y'), O<~x<~n, 
-ey(O)+tffy'(O)=r, e>0 and fl>~0, 
y(n) =0, 
instead of (2.4). 
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Remark. Suppose the Sturm-Liouville intial condition (1.2) is replaced 
by the homogeneous Neumann initial condition 
y ' (0)=0.  (2.5) 
Then it follows easily from results in [-5, 8] and the reasoning used above 
that Corollary 2.3 holds with (2.5) replacing (1.2). 
However, stronger conditions on f are needed for existence of a solution 
to the inhomogeneous Neumann problem on a finite interval; see, [7]. 
Using these results, with (1.2) replaced by 
y'(0) = r ¢ 0, (2.6) 
one can prove 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume f(x,  u, p) is continuous and satisfies: 
There is a constant k>0 such that f , (x,  u, p)>~k for (x, u, p) in 
[0, oe)xRx  {r}. (2.7) 
For 0~<x< ~ and ue [- Ir l ,  Irl], f (x,  u, r) is bounded. (2.8) 
f satisfies the Bernstein growth condition (2.2). (2.9) 
Then the ordinary differential equation (1.1) with the initial condition (2.6) 
has at least one solution in BC2[O, ~ ). 
3. SOLUTIONS TO SECOND ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ON [0, (30) 
Suppose f satisfies (2.1), (2.2). Then the reasoning in Section 2 yields a 
BC2[0, ~)  solution to (1.1) and (1.2). Suppose in addition each solution 
u ~ BC 2 [-0, ~ ) of (1.1), (1.2) satisfies the following condition: 
There is a continuous function ~u such that ~(x) ~ 0 as x ~ oz 
and ]u(x)l ~< ~(x) for 0~<x< ~.  (3.1) 
Then a priori each solution to (1.1), (1.2) tends to zero at infinity and we 
have 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume f(x,  u, p) is continuous and (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1) 
are satisfied. Then the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) has at least 
one solution in C2[0, ~ ). 
Bounds of type (3.1) are usually hard to establish. We show how to do 
this in Section 4, which establishes that a nonlinear semiconductor problem 
409/116/2-3 
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has a solution. Bounds such as (3.1) and corresponding bounds on 
derivatives of solutions are also important for numerical purposes. The 
next results show that (3.1) and the Bernstein-type growth condition imply 
similar bounds which guarantee that y' and y" tend to zero at infinity. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1) are satisfied. Then each 
solution y ~ C2[0, ~)  to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) satisfies limx ~ ~ y'(x) = O. 
Proof Our strategy is to obtain a bound similar to (3.1) for y'. We can 
assume without loss of generality that ~ is a decreasing continuous 
function with l y(x)l ~< ~U(x), 0 ~< x < ~ and ~(x) ~ 0 as x ~ ~.  (Otherwise 
let ~ l (x )= supt~>x 7t(t) and apply the following argument with ~1 replac- 
ing ~). 
Since limx~ ~ y(x)= 0 one can show easily that for each ~ > 0 and for 
each t>0 there exists s> t such that ly'(s)l ~<e. Fix e>0. Let t be a point 
in [0, ~)  for which ly'(t)] >e. Then there is an interval It, s] such that y' 
maintains a fixed sign on [t, s] and ly'(s)l ~<E. Assume y'>~0 on It, s]. 
Since Ilyllo~<ll~l[0 by (3.1), there are constants A,B>O which bound 
A(x, u) and B(x, u) on [0, oo)x [ -  ~llo, [[V'l[o]. Consequently, the dif- 
ferential equation and (2.2) yield 
_ 2Ay'y" 
- 2Ay' ~ Ay--~-B' 
and integrating from t to s yields 
[Ay'2(t)+ B] 
In L~~-~j  ~< 2A [ ~(t) + ~(s)] -.< 4A T(t) 
because ~u is decreasing. Hence, 
B (e4AV~(t) ]y'(t), ~< {e2enA~e(t)q-~ 1)t 1/2. 
The same bound is obtained if we assume y'~<0 on [t,s],  and this 
inequality holds trivially if [y'(t)l ~< e. Letting e ~ 0 + yields 
ly'(t)L <<, (e 4Ae(t)- 1) = ~2(t) (3.2) 
for all 0~< t< oo. Clearly ~2(t) is continuous on [0, oo) and gt2(x)---,0 as 
x ---~ oo. 
The main result in this section is concerned with obtaining C~[0, or) 
solutions to the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3). 
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THEOREM 3.3. Assume (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1) are satisfied Suppose in 
addition f(x, u, p) satisfies: 
lim fix, 0, 0) = 0. (3.3) 
x --~ ct3 
For 0 <<. x < ~ and u, p each in a bounded interval f,(x, u, p) and 
fp(x, u, p) are bounded. (3.4) 
Then the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) has at least one 
solution in C2[0, ~).  
Proof In view of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 there exists a 
solution y6BC2[O, o0) to (1.1), (1.2) which satisfies l imx~y(x)= 
limx_~ o0 y'(x)= 0. The differential equation yields 
, X y"(x) = f(x, y, y ) -  f (  , O, O)+f(x, O, O) 
=fyy +fy, y' +f(x,  O, 0), 
where fy,fy, are intermediate values obtained by the mean value theorem. 
Now (3.1), (3.2), (3.4) imply 
[ y"(x)] <~S~(x)+RTt2(x)+f(x, 0, 0 ) -  ~3(x), 
where S= suplf,(x, u, p)[, R = suplf~, (x, u, p)] for (x, u, p) ~ [0, ~)  x 
I -K ,  K] x [ -K ,  K], where K~> [[Y[I1 is a constant. Clearly ~U3(x ) is con- 
tinuous on [0, oo) and ~j(x) ~0 as x--* oo by (3.3). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SEMICONDUCTOR PROBLEMS 
In studying the theory of semiconductor devices, one is led to boundary 
value problems for the Poisson equation in unbounded omains which in 
turn can consist of several ayers. In one spatial dimension the problem 
reduces to finding solutions u = u(x) and v = v(x) to 
v"- - -O,  - l<x<0,  
v(-1) 
u"=f(x,u), 0<x<o% 
v(O) = u(O), 
~v'(0) = u'(0), 
lira u(x) exists. 
x ~ o o  
Here • > 0 and ~b are given constants. 
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In semiconductor applications, the function f is usually written in the 
form 
f (x ,  u)= -q  [p -n+ N, -NA +No] ,  
where n and p refer to the electron and hole mobile charge densities, ND 
and NA the donor and acceptor impurity denisties, and N o is the density of 
the fixed charged particles. The constant q is the magnitude of the elec- 
tronic charge, and e is the dielectric permitivity. See [2, 3, 9, 10] for an in- 
depth physical discussion. Some common examples which are used for the 
function f are: 
f (x,  u) = ku, 
f (x ,  u) = A sinh(ku), 
f ix ,  u) = -A  - Be-C" + (A + B) e c" + Se -~( . . . .  )2 
Here A, B, S, c, k, and tr are all positive constants and xm > 0 is a fixed 
value. 
Since v is a linear function on -1  ~< x <~ 0 it can be eliminated and thus 
the following boundary value problem for u is obtained 
u" =f ix ,  u), (4.1) 
u'(O) - au(O) = -• ,  (4.2)  
lim u(x) exists. (4.3)' 
X~Cl3  
Motivated by the examples cited above, we shall make the following 
assumptions on the function f ix ,  u): 
f ix,  u) is continuous on [0, oo) x R, Moreover, for 0 ~< x < oo 
and u in a bounded interval f (x ,  u), f , (x,  u) are bounded. (4.4) 
There is a constant m>0 such that (Sf/Su)(x, u)>.m 2 on 
[0, ~)xR.  (4.5) 
For each u in R, limx ~ ~ f (x ,  u) exists. (4.6)' 
These physically realistic assumptions on f (x ,  u) lead to the following 
necessary condition which must hold if (4.1), (4.2), (4.3)' has a solution. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6)' hold and that the 
problem (4.1), (4.2), (4.3)' has a solution u(x). Then there is a unique real 
number ft such that limx_o~ f (x ,  ft)=0, and every solution to (4.1), (4.2), 
(4.3)' has limit ft as x ~ oo. 
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Proof Let u = u(x) solve (4.1), (4.2), (4.3)' and define a= l im~.  ~ u(x). 
Then 
u" =f(x, u ) - f (x ,  ~)+ f(x, (~), 
u"-f(x, ~) =L(u  - ~), 
where j7 is an intermediate value of f ,  obtained from the mean value 
theorem. Now u ~ ~ as x~ ~ and j7 u remains bounded by (4.4). Con- 
sequently, there exists 
lim (u"(x)- f(x,  i f ) )=0.  
X~C~3 
On the other hand, f (x ,  ~) has a limit as x ~ ~ by (4.6)'. Thus, there exists 
lim u"(x)= lim f(x, ~). 
x~oO ~c ~ c13 
Since u"(x) has a limit at infinity and u(x) ~ ~ as x ~ or, it follows easily 
that u'(x) has limit zero at infinity. That is, 
lim f(x, ~)=0. 
Suppose there were another number fi such that 
lim f(x, ft) = O. 
Then 
If(x, ~) - f (x ,  fi)l = I f~( f i -  ff)P ~> m2lu -  t2l 
by (4.5) and the left-hand side of the equality above has limit zero at 
infinity_ Thus, z7 = ff which show that the condition 
lim f(x, (t) = 0 
X~cx3 
determines ~ uniquely. This uniqueness also implies the last assertion in 
Lemma 4.1. 
Note that each of the sample functions f(x, u) mentioned above satisfies 
the necessary conditionf(x, ft) ~ 0 as x ~ ~ with t~ = 0. It is typical for the 
applications that ~7 = 0; however, the mathematical  developments to follow 
do not require ~7 = 0. 
In view of the necessary condition in Lemma 4.1, we replace (4.6)' by the 
following hypothesis on f(x, u): 
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There is a real number ~ (which is unique by (4.5)) such that 
lim x ~ ~ f (x,  ~) = 0. (4.6) 
Likewise, we replace the boundary condition (4.3)' by 
lira u(x) = ~. (4.3) 
The principal result of this section is that the boundary value problem 
(4.1), (4.2), (4.3) has a unique solution assuming (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6). It 
simplifies the analysis to observe that we can assume without loss of 
generality that ~= 0 in assumption (4.6): 
Indeed the problem 
u" =f(x ,  u), 
u ' (0 ) -  ~u(0)  = -~ ,  
lira u( x ) = ~, 
x ~ o o  
is equivalent to 
v"= g(x, v), 
v'(O) - zv(O) = -0  + ~,  
lim v(x) = O, 
x ---* oo  
where v = u -  ~i and g(x, v) =f(x ,  ~ + v). Evidently f (x,  u) satisfies (4.4), 
(4.5), and (4.6) if and only if g(x, v) satisfies (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) with g= 0. In 
view of this, we assume henceforth that ~ = 0 in (4.3). 
Uniqueness for the boundary value problem (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) follows 
from an elementary maximum principle and (4.5) 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume f(x,  u) satisfies (4.5). The boundary value problem 
(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) has at most one solution. 
Proof Suppose Ul(X) and Uz(X) are solutions of (4.1), (4.2), (4.3). Then 
the function (Ul -  u2)2/2 vanishes at infinity; so if it is not identically zero, 
it must have a positive maximum at a point ~, 0 ~< 2 < oo. Now, if 2 > 0 we 
would have, 
d ~ (u~ - u~) 2 ~=~ 
O >~ dx2 2 
= (ill -- fiz)[f(ff, fit) --f(2, fi2)-] 
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i,e,, 
0 ~> m2(~, - ~2) 2, 
where ~1 = u1(2) and z7 z = u2(2). Since (fi~ - ~2) 2 > 0 this is a contradiction. 
If, on the other hand, 2 = 0 then the boundary condition at zero gives 
d (Ul--U2) 2 ~=0=~(/~1__/~2)2~>0 
dx 
which contradicts the fact that (u~-u2)2/2 has its nonzero maximum at 
= 0. These contradictions show that (u~ - u2)2/2 = 0. 
The existence of a solution to (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) will follow from the 
results of Sections 2 and 3. Our analysis also uses the fact that a special 
linear problem of type (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) can be solved explicitly. 
PROPOSITION 4_3. Let m > 0, fl real and h(x ) be a continuous function on 
[0, oo ) with limit zero at infinity_ Then the boundary value problem 
w"-m2w=h(x) ,  0~<x< oo, 
w'(O)-~w(O)= fl, (4.7) 
lira w(x) = O, 
x~oo 
has a unique solution. Moreover, if h(x)<~ 0 and ~ <~ 0 then w(x) is a non- 
negative function on [0, oo). Consequently if h(x) >~0 and fl>~O then w(x) is 
a nonpositive function on [0, oo)_ 
Proof The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (4.7) can be con- 
firmed by quadrature. In fact the solution is 
w(x )=- - ( f l+~°e-m'h( t )d ! )  
- foe -m(x-O I f~e-m(t -¢ )h( t )d t ]d  ~. 
Evidently w(x) >1 0 when/~  0 and h(x) ~ O. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume f ix ,  u) satisfies (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6). Then the 
boundary value problem (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) has at least one solution in 
Cgl-O, o0). 
Proof We begin by showing f(x, u) satisfies (2.1), (2.2). We have 
uf(x, u) = u[f(x,  u) - f (x,  0)] + uf(x, O) 
u2m 2 "b uf(x, O) 
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by the mean value theorem and (4.5). Hence uf(x,u)>O for [ul >M3,  
where 
Maxo<x< ~ Lf(x, O, O)l 
M 3 = m 2 
So (2.1) is satisfied. Now (4.4) clearly implies (2.2). Thus Corollary2.3 
implies there exists ueBC2[O, ~)  which satisfies (4.1), (4.2). Since u~ 
BC2[0, ~)  there exists a constant K such that Ikull2~< g. Next we show 
limx ~ oo u(x) = O. 
Let w~(x) be the unique nonnegative solution to 
w"-m2w=f(x ,O) - l f (x ,O) [ ,  O~<x<~,  
w'(O) -  ~w(O) = -~-  I~[, 
lim w(x) = 0 
x~09 
guaranteed by Proposition 4.3. Now consider the function r (x)= 
u(x)-w~(x).  We shall show it is never positive. First, we show r(x) cannot 
have a local positive maximum on [0, oo). Indeed, suppose a local positive 
maximum were to occur at :~. If 2 > 0 we would have 
d2 
0 >~-~x ~ (u(x) - wt(x)) = u"(~) - w;'(,~) 
=f(L  u (~) ) -  m2wl - f (~,  0) + If(~, 0)l 
= f~(u(2) -  w1(2)) + (L -  m:) w1(2) + If(Yc, 0)[ 
> 0, 
where f ,  is an intermediate value obtained from the mean value theorem, 
and this is a contradiction. On the other hand, if $ = 0 we would have 
d w,(x) )  o 0 t> ~ (u(x)  - = u'(0) - w i (0 )  
= ~u(o)  - ~ - ~w~(O) + ~ + I~1 
= ~(u(O) -  w~(O)) + I~1 
>0 
which is also impossible. 
Consequently, as asserted r(x) cannot have a positive local maximum on 
[0, oo). It now follows easily that r(x)<~ 0 on [0, oo): If not, then there is a 
c~>0 such that r (c)>0,  and since r(x) cannot have a positive local 
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maximum on [0, oo) it follows that r (x2)>r (x l )  for all x2>xl~c;  
otherwise r(x) would have a local positive maximum on [0, x2]. Thus, 
r (x)=u(x) -wl (x  ) is strictly increasing for x>~c. Since both u(x) and 
wl(x) are bounded on [0, 00) and Wl(X)~ 0 as x ~ o% it follows that there 
exists 
lim u(x)= lim (u(x)-wl(x))=l>O. 
Then the relation 
u" = f(x, u(x)) - f(x, O) + f(x, O) 
= f,u(x) + f(x, O) >/ m2u(x) + f(x, O) 
and the fact that f(x, O)~0 as x ~ co implies that there exists Cl ~> c such 
that 
rn21 
u"(x) >~  for all x >i- cl. 
This contradicts the boundedness of u(x) on [0, oo), and completes the 
proof that u(x)-wl(x)<~O_ Similar reasoning establishes that 
u(x)-w2(x) >i 0 for all 0 ~<x < 0% where wz(x) is the unique nonpositive 
solution to 
w"-m2w=lf(x,O)[+f(x,O),  O~x<~,  
w'(0) -  ~w(0) = -¢  + 1¢[, 
lim w(x) = O. 
X~oo 
Consequently 
lu(x)[ ~< ~(x)= max(wl(x), -w2(x)) 
for 0 ~x  < oo. Thus, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied and the 
solution u(x) to (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) belongs to C2[0, oo). 
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